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� The kick-off meeting for the Opto-Mechanical Consulting subcontract (J. Alan Schier: Pilot
Group) was held on Oct 18 in Madison.  Detailed discussions covered interface and envelopes
for the lens holders, passive thermal compensation design, the active focus mechanism,
mechanical tolerance philosophy, optics diameter and edge thickness margins, optics
procurement strategy, and schedule.  The Pilot Group will take over detailed design of the focus
mechanism, using a list of preferred actuators and sensors consistent with the PFIS control
system.  They will fabricate the camera active focus assembly and the collimator manual focus
assembly.  

� Reoptimized the optical design to incorporate recommendations for diameter margin and edge
thickness, and did an exhaustive search of imaging performance at all tilts with all the gratings. 
Based on this, a new imaging specification will be suggested: 
< 0.4 arcsec RMS width in dispersion direction for field angles < 3 arcmin
< 0.5 arcsec RMS width in dispersion direction for field angles  3-4 arcmin
< 0.55 arcsec RMS diameter for 340 - 850 nm
< 0.65 arcsec  RMS diameter for 320 - 340 and 850 - 900 nm
Except for the high field angle exception for spectroscopic imaging and the wavelength extreme
exception for the spatial imaging, this specification is 30% larger than the PDR specification,
which used a telescope image that was too small by the same factor.  This new specification
gives a margin of 30%, of which 10% is allotted to test plate reoptimization and uncompensated
fabrication errors, and 20% is allotted to mounting and alignment errors.

� Developed a simplified optical model (room temperature, merit function containing only image
quality operands) to Pilot Group for their mechanical tolerance analysis.  (This was delivered
Nov 8). 

� The folding flat was received from NuTek.  It will be shipped to South Africa this month for
inclusion in the first LLNL coating batch.

� We have developed a specification for the VPH grating substrates.  We have analyzed imaging
sensitivity to grating flatness, and conclude that "post-polishing" is not required.  We will
specify fused silica for all substrates instead of using BK7 for those that do not require UV
throughput.  Fused silica is available with lower SBR, and is less dense.

� A set of options for the first-light VPH grating set is being developed.  The lowest density
grating has been raised from 790 to 900 l/mm, to address order separation issues raised at the
SSWG meeting.  We will suggest that the lowest and highest density (900 and 3150 l/mm) go
down to 320 nm, the 1400 l/mm be optimized to cover H" and H$ simultaneously at medium
resolution, and the 1800 and 2300 l/mm be optimized for high resolution NIR and H" work,



respectively.

� Several new results now indicate that PFIS should be able to meet its depolarization
specification for grating spectropolarimetry The goal maximum mean-square phase delay in U
(at 45 degrees to the E/O beam axis) is 20 nm.  This would cause a depolarization of 1, 2, and
4% at 586, 430, and 320 nm.  Elements being tracked are:

- The NaCl element. The stress birefringence (SBR) of two samples (one unannealed, one
annealed) supplied by the likely vendor, Thermal Hilger, has been measured by Saint-Gobain in
the US.  The annealed sample is a factor of two better, with a maximum of 7 nm/cm, and no
ordered stress.  An analysis shows that this element can be oriented to give an effective mean
SBR of 1.3 nm/cm for a selected plane of polarization.  

- The Fused Quartz elements.  According to the manufacturer, Heraeus Infrasil can be
annealed to achieve SBR < 1-2 nm/cm

With already known SBR values of < 1-2 nm/cm for low stress CaF2 and Corning Fused Silica,
and taking 7 nm/cm for NaCl, the mean square phase delay for the refractive elements is < 14
nm/cm.  The additional degree of freedom of element orientation provides an additional margin.

We are still concerned about
- The etalons.  Each etalon is 11 cm thick, so the spec of < 5 nm/cm for the ICOS material is

a concern.  We are asking ICOS to examine the existing plates between crossed polaroids to
assess the stress.  If there is apparent stress, we will select the low resolution etalon for low
stress, since it is common with all Fabry-Perot modes.  We are exploring requesting selected low
SBR material for the third (high resolution) etalon that is just being ordered.  This will mitigate
the depolarization problem for low and high resolution modes, which are likely to be the most
popular FP polarimetry modes.

- The folding flat coatings.  Using the current LLNL coating model, the depolarization for
the E-O axis 45 deg to the fold axis rises to 2% at 320 nm.  We would like actual phase delay
predictions for the LLNL coatings to verify this.

- The VPH gratings.  We are obtaining one of Chris Clemens' gratings for test purposes to
validate our VPH polarization model and to check  for possible SBR in the VPH gelatin itself.

� Investigated options for the slitmask facility.  A firm has been found that can produce a turn-
key system for $110-$120K.  We will compare this with the cost of the individual components
and the cost of integrating them ourselves.

� Developed Phase 4 event list and timeline for  integration and testing.

Mechanical

� The design of the articulation mechanism has been completed and all the components have
been chosen and specified. The last major mechanism, the filter mechanism will be started next. 

� The last few weeks have been spent tying up loose ends and making changes to designs done
earlier in the year in anticipation of handing the models over to Design Concept to do the



detailed drawings. All models have been updated to reflect the correct encoding and have had
details of optic's mounting added (after talking some issues over with Alan Schier). They now
reflect the latest optics dimensions. The collimator assembly (collimator main group, wave plate,
field lens, slitmask and guider) have been designed as a whole to interface and mount onto each
other. 

� Time has also been spent completly reorganising our model handling system (through I-deas 
model libraries) to facilitate referencing some models into others - to ensure we do not have any
interferences. This has also enabled the creation of a full-up assembly of PFIS and will allow a
better work sharing both within SAL and with Design Concepts. 

Control

� The prototype mechanism facility was used to develop a client/server prototype.

� Investigated LabVIEW support of closed-loop motor control. 

� Continued development of wiring diagrams. Developed actuator driver designs for each of the
currently planned mechanisms.  

� Updated the actuator data base and interlocks specification

Management

� Finished the detailed phase 4 (fabrication and test) schedule.   The finish date is shown as June
2004, which is consistent with packing, shipping, and a receive date at SAAO of September
2004.  Optical fabrication is the critical path.  This could be improved only by starting the lens
figuring before CDR (blanks are already planned for delivery before CDR).

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue; James O'Connor)

� Delivered revised Statement of Work

� Delivered new iteration of Interface Control Document

� Continued investigation of the mosaicing issue.  An X-Y table has been selected and a
proposed Omron sensor. An issue is "can the Omron sensor detect the ~10 or 20 per cent of light
reflected back off a high QE CCD?". So Marconi have kindly sent a sample chip and the Omron
people are testing it out. If all goes well, we will probably then purchase the relevant equipment
and start integrating it.

Etalons  (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph)



� The Rutgers Effort to acquire and test the Fabry-Perot Etalons is proceeding on schedule and
within budget.  The first two etalons were ordered in the first quarter of 2002 and Rutgers
expects delivery in January.  The order for the third etalon was approved at the Oct 2002 SALT
Meeting and this order is now being prepared.  

� The PFIS mechanical engineer requested us to investigate whether the 8 mm thick caps of the
etalons could be reduced in half  by changing from aluminum to stainless steel.   Initial reaction
from IC Optical is: this change is probably feasible.  The only concern is the difference in
thermal coefficients between the two materials.

� As noted in the October report, Rutgers has developed a test apparatus for evaluating etalons. 
The etalons are slid in and out of the beam for testing. The entire 3.5-meter-long apparatus is
optically shielded from stray light by the telescopes and the slide mechanism.  Also, the entire
optical bench has been leveled, is vibration isolated, and has very minimal flexure.  Much of the
test set up was supplied at no cost to the SALT Project. 

� Wisconsin and Rutgers have entered into an effort to write a proposal to NSF MRI Program. 
The amount requested from NSF for the Rutgers share will be $340K for construction of the
PFIS instrument.

� Rutgers has secured the services of an outstanding  mechanical engineer (ME), Sam Goldfarb. 
We initiated a meeting with Mr. Goldfarb last month and generated a list of requirements.  The
ME design for the insertion and retraction of two etalons is straight forward, although there
appears to be serious encroachment into the space that might be used for the etalon insertion. 
Goldfarb and Smith are working this issue.  The only other outstanding concern is the grappling
system that will be used to remove (or install) the etalon assemblies from/into PFIS during
telescope operations.  We can accommodate a number of different grappling systems, but this
will need to be defined.

Outstanding Action Items:

-Final Length of cables between controllers and etalons needs to be confirmed.
-Drawings for the proposed new etalon design need to be sent to IC Optical for review.
-Cost to Complete Information on the RU portion of the effort to UW.
-The effort required for the Software to drive and test the etalons needs to be defined.

Activities for the next month

� Mechanism designs:
start on filter mechanism design

� Optics
develop camera/ collimator blank RFP's
develop slitviewer RFP
issue grating substrate RFP

� Control



continue wiring diagram design
� Detectors

finish updating ICD
� Management

Optimize Phase 4 detailed schedule


